
Journal Entry Types 
 
The journal system is to help the player keep up to date on the quest states through the 
game. Each of the journal entries are wrote from Pepper‟s point of view, in a sort of diary 
style. 
 
Pre-Quest 
Pepper after speaking to certain people, can be informed that a quest is available. 
 

Example: 
Pepper talks to Belinda Blink, She comments that Papa Brickolini is looking glum, and 
maybe he is need of help. 
From this the player will learn that there is a quest available from Papa Brickolini. 
The Journal entry to this might read: 
“Belinda seems to think that Papa Brickolini is unhappy, I wonder why?” 

 
Quest 
When Pepper speaks to a quest activating character, like Papa Brickolini in „Gust of wind‟. A 
„Quest‟ entry is added to the journal. This helps for repeatable quests, reminding the player of 
the start point, and also if the player turns down a quest to return to it later. 
 
 Example: 

Pepper speaks to Papa Brickolini and hears about his hat missing trouble. At this 
point a journal entry is created. 
“Papa‟s chefs hat blew away in a strong gust of wind, without it he cannot make his 
special pizza‟s” 
If Pepper refuses the quest, then the journal entry will remind him that the quest is still 
there and available. 
 

During-Quest 
During a quest Pepper might have to locate an item or person. Speaking to certain characters 
on the Island he can find „clues‟ which will help point him in the right direction. This will help if 
if quest is left open for a long time, the journal will act as a great reminder to show what the 
player has already done. 
 
 Example: 

Pepper starts the Quest „Medical Worry‟. Dr. Clickett cannot find his medical bag, and 
cannot remember where he last saw it. The only clue which Dr. Clickett can 
remember is that his last patient was Nick Brick. So Pepper receives an entry in the 
journal “Dr. Clickett‟s last patent was Nick Brick”. This clue tells Pepper to go and 
speak to Nick Brick. 
 
Pepper can receive many During-Quest clues, all helping to build up a clearer picture 
to the solution. 

 



 

Quest:  Photo Fit 

Pre-Quest Clues: 

Footballers The Footballers say the Nick Brick is working on a 
special case. I wonder what it could be? 

Nubby Stevens Nubby Stevens saw Nick Brick snooping around. 

Sky Lane Sky watch Nick Brick taking Photos, I wonder what 
of? 

Jack O‟Trades Jack O‟Trades watched Nick Brick taking photos… 

Block Buster Nick Brick was taking Photo‟s of the film studio for 
Police business. 

Quest Clue: 

 Non 

During-Quest Clues: 

 Non 

 
 

Quest:  Script Swap 

Pre-Quest Clues: 

M.P Post M.P Post is worried about Ed Mail, he was supposed 
to have finished his delivery round. 

Nancy Nubbins Nancy Nubbins is waiting for Ed Mail; he must be 
late. 

Laura Brick Laura Brick says that the post is an hour late. I 
wonder what‟s happened to Ed Mail? 

Nick Brick Ed Mail is running late with his rounds 

The Director Ed Mail should be delivering the film scripts. 

Quest Clue: 

Ed Mail Ed mail is in a flutter. Director needs the scripts to be 
delivered to the actors yesterday! 

During-Quest Clues: 

N/A Deliver all the scripts before the time runs out. 

 
  

Quest:  Gust of Wind 

Pre-Quest Clues: 

Belinda Blink Belinda mentioned that Papa Brickolini‟s Pizza didn‟t 
taste that good.  

Liam Lense Liam talked about Papa not looking to good, I wonder 
if there is something wrong. 

Phil Film Phil talked about Papa looking Upset. 

Nancy Nubbins Nancy said that Papa‟s Pizza did not taste good, this 
could be very bad.  

Snap Lockett Snap Lockitt said he‟d rather eat his own surfboard 
than to try Papa‟s pizza. 

Quest Clue: 

Papa Brickolini Papa is upset about his hat being blown away. 
 

During-Quest Clues: 

Papa Brickolini Papa overheard someone talking about a hat near 
the Hospital. 

M.P Post Margaret Post noticed a hat fly by while she was 
sweeping her shop front.  

D.J D.J spotted the hat flying past his window. 

Dr. Clickett Apparently a hat flew by the hospital as Dr. Clickett 
was in surgery. 

 
 



Quest:  Pizza Machine 

Pre-Quest Clues: 

Super Stationmaster Super Stationmaster talked about Red Greenbase 
needing help with a messy garden. That‟s not like Red 
to be untidy. 

M.P Post Margaret Post said that there is a strange machine in 
Red Greenbase‟s garden?? What could it be? 

Liam Lense Technician Bob has made a new machine which has 
gone crazy! I wonder where it has gone? 

Footballers The footballers said something is up with Red 
Greenbase. 

Quest Clue: 

Red Greenbase Red Greenbase has a broken pizza delivery machine 
in his garden, with pizzas that still need delivering. 

During-Quest Clues: 

N/A Collect the littered pizzas and deliver them to the 
appropriate customers. 

 
 

Quest:  Road Licence 

Pre-Quest Clues: 

Laura Brick If I want to drive a car or bike then I should go to the 
Police Station to earn my licence. 

Penelope Puff Penelope thinks I would look great driving my own 
car… 

Bony Bony spoke about not needing a licence to skate 
board like you do for a car. 

Valerie Stubbins Valerie Stubbins was taught to drive from Nick Brick, 
he‟s a good instructor. 

Quest Clue: 

  

During-Quest Clues: 

  

 
 

Quest:  Skate Challenge #1 

Pre-Quest Clues: 

Goalie: The goalie was quite annoyed that I‟d skateboarded in 
the football park. He told me to go back to the Skate 
park. 

Laura Brick Laura Brick thinks skateboarding should only be 
done in the skate parks. 

Technician Bob Bob likes watching Bony perform tricks at the skate 
park. Not keen on his pogo-skate invention though. 

Ed Mail Ed Mail doesn‟t like people skateboarding round the 
streets. He thinks we should stick to the Skate parks. 

Quest Clue: 

  

During-Quest Clues: 

  

 
 
 

Quest:  Skate Challenge #2 

Pre-Quest Clues: 

Technician Bob Technician Bob congratulated me on my skate 
challenge against Bony. 

Snap Lockitt Snap Lockitt thinks that Bony hasn‟t taught me 
everything he knows... Maybe I should find out more. 



Nubby Stevens Nubby thinks that Bony is practising a lot. He might 
be ready for another challenge. 

Super Stationmaster  

Quest Clue: 

  

During-Quest Clues: 

  

Challenge  

Proximity Speech CAMERA: Starts in normal Conversation 
 
Nubby Stevens: 
Bony Hawks is going through a lot of wheels and ball 
bearings. He must be practicing really hard at the Skate Park. 
 

ID 17PROX.1.4 

Proximity Speech CAMERA: Starts in normal Conversation 
 
Super Stationmaster: 
I had a shock yesterday. While flying over the Island I was 
almost overtaken by Bony. He's almost as fast as a speeding 
bullet on that skateboard of his. I beat him though as I'm 
faster then a speeding bullet. 
 

ID 17PROX.1.5 

Proximity Speech CAMERA: Starts in normal Conversation 
 
Lucky Larry: 
I tried skateboarding once, I remember waking to find Dr. 
Clickitt applying bandages on my wounds. I’ll stick to less 
dangerous hobbies like walking, although I did stub my toe on 
the pavement earlier. 
 

ID 17PROX.1.6 

Proximity Speech CAMERA: Starts in normal Conversation 
 
Dr Clickitt: 
I see you're wearing elbow and knee pads. Even so will you 
still be careful when you're skateboarding I almost run out of 
bandages after Lucky Larry tried a 360 on the halfpipe. 
 

ID 17PROX.1.7 

Proximity Speech CAMERA: Starts in normal Conversation 
 
Liam Lense: 
My first cameraman job was on an alternative sports program. 
It would be great to film you and Bony in action. Maybe after 
we've finished Xtreme Stunts. 
 

 
 

Quest:   

Pre-Quest Clues: 

  

  

  

  

Quest Clue: 

  

During-Quest Clues: 



  

 
 

Quest:   

Pre-Quest Clues: 

  

  

  

  

Quest Clue: 

  

During-Quest Clues: 

  



Journal Entries 
 
Sub Quest Hints 
 

Quest: Script Swap 
Is Known 1  
ALT: Is Known 1 Help Ed Mail deliver the scripts. 
ALT: Is Known 1 Ed Mail has so many scripts to deliver that he cannot even lift his 

mailbag. 
ALT: Is Known 1 Poor Ed Mail has got the Director on his tail, as he is having trouble 

delivering all the scripts on time. 
During 2  

 

Quest: Gust of Wind 
Is Known 1 Without his hat Papa‟s Pizza‟s have lost their magic number one taste. 
ALT: Is Known 1 Oh dear, Papa‟s Pizza‟s aren‟t so appetising since his hat blew away. 
ALT: Is Known 1 Papa needs his chef‟s hat to make his pizza‟s taste right, or the island 

won‟t be the same again. 
After Hat is found 2 Return Papa‟s hat to the Pizzeria. 
ALT: After Hat is 
found 

2 Take the chef‟s hat back to Papa Brickolini at the Pizzeria. 

 

Quest: Pizza Machine 
Is Known 1 The Party House garden is a mess, due to a strange machine throwing 

pizza‟s all over. 
ALT: Is Known 1 Red Greenbase is fuming, a strange pizza throwing machine has messed 

up his beautiful Party house garden. 
ALT: Is Known 1 Collect the Pizza‟s scattered around the island and deliver them to their 

correct owners, before the time runs out. 
During 2 Run around the island picking up and delivering all of the pizza‟s that 

have been thrown by the pizza machine. Watch the time; deliver as many 
as possible before it runs out. 

 

Quest: Skate Challenge #1 
Is Known Bony is ready to show off some of his skating skills. 
During Stick with Bony throughout the course 

 

Quest: Skate Challenge #2  
Is Known Bony is ready to show off more of his skating skills. 
During Stick with Bony throughout the course 

 

Quest: Skate Challenge #3 
Is Known Shugu is ready to show off some of his skating skills. 
During Stick with Shugu throughout the course 

 

Quest: Flower Power 
Is Known Red Greenbase is upset about the Party House garden being in a mess 

after the previous nights celebration. 
During Change the flowers in the garden to make Red Greenbase happy. 

 

Quest: Skate Race #1 
Is Known Bony wants to test his skills in a race. 
ALT: Is Known Race against Bony using all previous learned skills. 
During Beat Bony in a race around the Island. 

 
 



Quest: Skate Race #2 
Is Known Shugu wants to test his skills in a race. 
ALT: Is Known Race against Shugu using all previous learned skills. 
During Beat Shugu in a race around the Island. 

 

Quest: Car Race 
Is Known Rhodda Hogg is at the Party House looking for a worthy opponent to race 

against. 
ALT: Is Known Meet Rhodda at the Party House for a race around the island. 
During Beat Rhodda Hogg in a race around the Island. 

 

Quest: Self Drive 
Is Known Technician Bob‟s self-driving car has self-driven off, and it needs to be 

stopped. 
ALT: Is Known Technician Bob cannot stop his self-driving car, and it‟s running wild 

around the island. 
During Bring the self-driving car to a stand still, by whatever means necessary. 

 

Quest: Sneak #1 
Is Known Jack O‟Trades is ready to teach some of his trapeze skills. 
During Carefully walk across the trapeze set-up in Jack O„Trades garden. 

 

Quest: Sneak #2 
Is Known Jack O‟Trades is ready to teach some of his advanced trapeze skills 
During Carefully sneak up behind a Brickster Bot and hit out with a double pizza 

splat. 

 

Quest: Crazy Pizza 
Is Known Mama has tons of pizza‟s to be delivered before they go cold. 
ALT: Is Known Mama needs help delivering the pizzas. 
During Deliver the pizzas to the hungry Islanders before the time runs out. 

 

Quest: Boat Race 
Is Known Snap Lockett is at the Res-Q HQ looking for someone to test his skills at 

Speedboat racing. 
During Race Snap Lockett around the island. 

 

Quest: Crazy Pizza 
Is Known Mama has tons of pizza‟s to be delivered before they go cold. 
ALT: Is Known Mama needs help delivering the pizzas. 
During Deliver the pizzas to the hungry Islanders before the time runs out. 

 

Quest: Lost Brick 
Is Known Lucky Larry‟s car is getting repaired at the Garage, something strange is 

going on. 
ALT: Is Known Something strange happened to Lucky Larry‟s car, Nubby Stevens is fixing 

it at the garage. 
During Find the missing brick, to help Nubby Stevens fix the car. The Islander 

might have seen it. 

 

Quest: Diversion Dilemma 
Is Known Nick Brick is having big trouble directing vehicles to the Studio. 
ALT: Is Known Nick Brick‟s diversion to the studio has been sabotaged. 
During Find out why the diversion signs keep changing, and help fix them. 

 



Quest: Floating Trouble 
Is Known Lucky Larry has movie fever; he‟s bought all the balloons and floated away 
ALT: Is Known Lucky Larry is causing a commotion at the Hotel! 
During Help Lucky Larry get down… 

 

Quest: Backwords 
Is Known The Radio Station music is terrible! What is DJ doing? 
ALT: Is Known Something is wrong with DJ and his musical taste is terrible. 
During Find someone technical to help fix DJ‟s dilemma. 

 

Quest: Flying Licence 
Is Known Super Stationmaster is ready to teach the ways of the sky. 
ALT: Is Known Learn to fly a plane with Super Stationmaster. 
During Follow Super Stationmaster around the skies above the island. 

 

Quest: Crate Escape 
Is Known Jack O‟Trades and M.P Post are both having trouble organising their 

storage rooms. 
ALT: Is Known Chaos has been caused at both Jack O‟Trades and M.P Post‟s, someone 

has sabotaged their stockrooms and re-arranged everything. 
During Re-arrange the crates back into their intended positions. 

  

Quest: Plane Race 
Is Known Super Stationmaster wants to test flying skills out against a budding pilot. 
ALT: Is Known Try out your new-found flying skills against the flying master... Super 

Stationmaster. 
During Race around the skies above the island against Super Stationmaster 

 

Quest: Flying Tour 
Is Known The Director is in need of a pilot to fly him around the island. 
During Listen to where the Director wants to view, and fly there.  Watch out, he is 

an impatient passenger. 

 

Quest: Medical Worry 
Is Known Lucky Larry has a bad case of Monkey Fever and Dr. Clickett is missing 

his medical bag. 
ALT: Is Known With out his medical bag, Dr. Clickett has no way of curing Lucky Larry‟s 

Monkey Fever. 
During Find out if the medical bag was left at the Police Station 
  
  
  
  

 

Quest: Birds Nest 
Is Known A Bird swiped Valerie Stubbins binoculars and flew away. Without them 

she cannot watch the swimmers. 
During Find the bird and retrieve the stolen binoculars. 

 

Quest: Mail Madness 
Is Known Ed Mail is having trouble with his deliveries again, this time it fan mail and 

by the thousands. 
ALT: Is Known The fan mail is starting to arrive for all the stars, and Ed Mail is having 

huge trouble getting to deliver them all. 
During Help deliver the fan mail to all the new found stars of the island. 



Quest: Brickulating Race 
Is Known Technician Bob is causing a commotion over at the Harbour, something 

about a brickulating vehicle. 
During Race against Technician Bob around the island on land, sea and Air. 

 
Notes: 
Could write multiple clues for the journal.. I.E. 
1) Valerie looses her binoculars. 
2) The bird flew toward space mountain. 
3) The bird is easily disturbed, have to be careful. 
4) Found a hidden LAFTA. 
5) Return binoculars to Valerie. 
 
 
 


